
 
Award: Illumination Award for Energy and Environmental Lighting Design
Project: Ajax Library Lighting Upgrade
Lighting Design Firm: Alula Lighting Design
Location: Ajax, Canada
 
Originally constructed in 2002, this 23,000 sf public library is an architectural beacon set in a small town. The 
community facility was over-illuminated and difficult to maintain, necessitating a lighting upgrade to suit patrons 
and staff impeded by the harsh visual environment. 

The existing lighting utilized bare lamp T5HO fluorescent striplights regressed into architectural slots, providing 
direct illumination and ambient lighting to the space below. High-consumption halogen accent lights, outdated 
large aperture CFL downlights and non-staggered fluorescent cove strips were used throughout. The resulting 
space was too bright and uneven, particularly in the evening amidst drastic interior/exterior contrast. The lighting 
design team was tasked with improving the quality of the visual environment and enhancing energy efficiency 
while maintaining the unique architectural aesthetic. The construction budget was to be minimized by respecting 
existing ceilings.

Finding a balance between aesthetics and technical performance, the new LED lighting solution utilized 4000K 
1.75” wide narrow continuous linear luminaires with 2” drop opal lens over the stacks and seating areas. The 
drop-lens reduces glare and illuminates ceilings and vertical stacks to maximize functional performance. 
Additional LED fixture replacements were implemented to augment energy savings and rebalance task 
objectives versus visual brightness. 

Existing non-dimmable lighting controls were reused in a majority of areas to minimize budget impact. Daylight 
sensors and dimming controls were added adjacent to windows to reduce energy consumption during the day 
when daylight is abundant.

The new design offers a visually continuous environment and preserves architectural integrity, going insofar as 
to reveal architectural details previously concealed by excessive glare. In addition, the lighting upgrade reduced 
the connected load by 57% while maintaining IES recommended light levels for libraries. Community and 
staff now enjoy a pleasant, visually comfortable milieu that maximizes the library experience. The project was 
completed on schedule and within budget.

The Illuminating Engineering Society Toronto announces Alula 
Lighting Design as winner of Illumination Award for Energy 
and Environmental Lighting Design for the work done on  Ajax 
Library lighting Upgrade.
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